


 The main objective of the CAT OHP was to prepare an 

accessible catalogue of 80 oral history .wav files ready for 

ingest into set repositories.  

 

 There are 3 external stakeholders who directly influence the 

cataloguing project team:  

o The creator, the Centre for Alternative Technology (CAT) 

o The National Library of Wales as the primary repository holding the 

CAT physical archives as part of a hybrid collection 

o The People’s Collection Wales as a repository, increasing the 

accessibility of the CAT oral histories.    



 Environmental centre set up in 1973 on a disused slate quarry near Machynlleth.  

 

 The brainchild of Gerard Morgan-Grenville, it was set up as an attempt to raise 
awareness of growing concerns of environmental issues at the time, and to develop 
technologies which embraced alternative energy.  

 

 

 Why records were created 
 

In order to record and preserve the history of the centre and contribute towards the 40th 
anniversary celebrations. 

Oral history collection has been created and will collect and keep for prosperity the 
personal and collective memories of many of the people who have contributed to, and 
witnessed the development of CAT during its forty year existence.   

 

volunteers, workers, site-community members, students, trustees, and members of the 
wider Dyfi Valley community.   



 The project was planned to run 

through five stages: 

 

 Stage 1 Scope and Research 

 Stage 2 Item Level Descriptions 

 Stage 3 Arrangement, Fonds and 

File Level Descriptions 

 Stage 4 Integration 

 Stage 5 Evaluation 

 

 Each stage had its own deadline 

though some overlapped one 

another. 

 

 

 

 

Stage 1 Scope and
Research 15%

Stage 2 Item Level
Descriptions 48%

Stage 3 Arrangement,
Fonds and File Level
Descriptions 10%

Stage 4 Integration
12%

Stage 5 Evaluation
15%

Table displaying time allocated to each 

project stage: 

 

 

 



This stage was vital to 

pre-processing the 

collection. It enabled a 

full understanding of the 

background, context and 

administrative history of 

CAT, in order to develop 

an informed methodology 

for handling the 

materials.  

 

 

Stage 1:

Scope and 

Research

Outlining the needs 
of stakeholders- CAT, 
NLW, PCW.

Discussing the 
motivations & 
expectations of 
CAT. 

Understanding 
standards of NLW
& PCW 
cataloguing 
requirements. 

Researching the 
structure of 
creating body CAT.

Consider ISAD G and 
Dublin Core fields.

Familiarise with oral 
history files.

Identify

How much material 
each group 
member processes.

Key themes in 
material.

Possible issues with 
material.

Divide established tasks 
between group 

Define project 
objectives, and 
discuss strategy 
and appproach. 



• Visit to Oral History 

Exhibition, Machynlleth 

• Talk to interviewers 

and interviewees  

• Visit to CAT for tour and 

conference 

• Literature and 

websites 

 







 Bottom-up approach 

 

 

 

 

 Developing templates 

  Reference code 

 Extent 

 Level 

 Title 

 Name of Creator 

 Date of Creation 

 





 Arrangement was considered throughout the listening 

process. 

 Arrangement was decided after item level descriptions were 

complete. 

 The main consideration was to make the catalogue 

balanced, accessible and user-friendly. 

 Thought was given to the amalgamation of future materials.  

  Further standards were defined to ensure a consistency of 

data entry for dates and language. 

 The first step was to group fragmented interviews and their 

related documents.  



 Many interviews are split into sections or have summary sheets so the 

item levels act as a container holding all information about an individual 

interviewee. All segments of a particular interview and/or summary 

sheet are then added below the item as pieces. 

  

 Each item description provides a short biography of around two to five 

lines summarising how the interviewee’s job and how he/she is 

associated with CAT and from which years.  

 Item:  Mini biography of 
interviewee and extent of pieces.

Piece 1:
Interview 
part 1 of 2.

Piece 2:
Interview 
part 2 of 2.

Piece 3: 
Summary 
sheet by 
interviewer.

Piece 4: 
Transcript or 
translation 
(future 
accrual).









 The integration stage comprises of the essential 

work that went after the completion of the CALM 

catalogue to meet the requirements of host 

repositories. 

 This stage included extracting an EAD report from 

CALM then editing this EAD to conform to ISO 

standards.  

 It also involved copying over descriptions to the 

People’s Collection Wales mass uploader.  

 It was the most complex technology section.  



 Item Access 

Completing the database  

Adding TAGS 

 

Considerations 



http://www.peoplescollectionwales.co.uk/Home


 What was achieved 

 Full digital catalogue 
completed to deadline 

 A successful template for 
cataloguing future oral 
history materials 

 Dual database created 
for People’s Collection 

 Accessibility and 
engagement encouraged 
for the local community 

 

 

 

 

 What we would have 
done differently 

 The longer interviews 
could have been divided 
up in order to prevent 
excessive descriptions 

 Listening process 
conducted earlier  

 Descriptions could have 
been less detailed to 
save time 

 



Avoiding obscurity? The main issue with the oral history 

recordings is that they could face digital obscurity. The 

materials require to be migrated or refreshed and have 

duplicates stored in hard and digital copies.   

 

Community archives used for community integration. 

 

The reason for recording voices is so they may be heard, or 

rather are heard; therefore integration goes beyond allowing 

access to actually inviting access.  

 

 

 



 

 The CAT archive currently being interlinked between 

formats.  

 The collection is suitable for being involved in CAT 

outreach and education programmes. 

 Welsh interviews are to be translated. 

 The oral histories have already been harnessed to 

generate radio promotion of CAT and the collection. 

They can be further disseminated through social 

media, exhibition and as part of the 40th 

anniversary CAT events.  

 



Feel free to tweet us: 

 

Ann: @ISBanN 

Kerry: @kee9 

Sarah: @saz339697 


